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Environmental Benefits Statement

By using paper made from 100% recycled content to print all of 
our English and French product guides, we:

■ Saved the equivalent of 224 mature trees 
■ Reduced sold waste by 14,000 lbs
■ Reduced the quantity of water used by 134,300 gallons
■ Reduced suspended particles in the water by 91 lbs
■ Reduced air emissions by 27,600 lbs
■ Reduced natural gas consumption by 32,600 cubic feet

3M and Scotchlite are trademarks of 3M.  
Used under licence in Canada.
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One Chariot is all you need to have your 
children share in your active lifestyle. Whatever 
your activity, wherever you are and whatever 
the conditions, a Chariot allows your family to 
accompany you safely and comfortably.

Chariot Carriers is a market leader in multi-
functional child transportation. For more than 
fifteen years, parents have been choosing our 
carriers because of the quality and innovation 
of our products, our attention to detail and our 
outstanding level of customer care.

Chariot has a wide variety of models available 
to suit your lifestyle needs, and for 2009 our 
product line has been expanded with even more 
colours, graphics and features to choose from.

I    my

new ca rrier!
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ONE CHARIOT 
Ultimate Flexibility

You and your family can enjoy the outside world together thanks to Chariot’s breakthrough concept 
in child transport systems (CTS). CTS is all about being versatile without compromising performance. 
Whether you stroll, jog, bike, hike or cross-country ski, your CTS carrier can quickly and easily be 
converted so you can take your child wherever you want to go. Our carriers and kits have been long 
chosen for their rock-solid quality, so having the flexibility of CTS doesn’t come at the price of safety.

We know that everyone leads a unique lifestyle and has different needs when it comes to our 
products. That’s why the X-Country Series is sold as a CTS ready chassis. You simply choose the CTS 
Conversion Kits you want to add so you get exactly the functions that you want. Check out our web 
site for more information on CTS. www.chariotcarriers.com

This is the perfect way to start using 
your Chariot. The CTS Strolling Kit 
includes two easy-turning wheels that 
are simple to attach to your carrier’s 
VersaWingsTM for all-weather strolling.

* Baby comfort accessory may be required

If you enjoy getting out for a run, you’ll 
need the CTS Jogging Kit which includes a 
16” quick-release wheel and lightweight 
aluminum arms. Just attach the arms to 
your carrier’s VersaWingsTM and you are 
off and running. Please note that each 
Chariot is designed to work with a specific 
Jogging Kit, so be sure to choose the right 
kit for your model.

Hit the road with the CTS Bicycle Trailer 
Kit. The stainless steel hitch cup stays 
with your bike and the unique ezHitchTM 
makes attaching and removing the 
carrier a breeze. The CTS Bicycle Trailer 
Kit includes the lightweight aluminum 
hitch arm, axle-mount ezHitch™, 
extra-tall safety flag and approved 
reflector kit.

Take the load off your shoulders and pull 
it behind you with the CTS Hiking Kit. 
This unique kit features two lightweight 
aluminum tow bars and a padded 
shoulder harness.

You don’t need to stop when the snow 
starts to fly. The CTS Cross-Country Ski 
Kit features two lightweight Rossignol 
skis and telescoping aluminum tow bars 
with waist belt. This kit works great 
with both classic and skate skiing.

At the heart of the CTS  System is Chariot’s  revolutiona ry VersaWingTM. This innovative system makes adding a ny conversion kit or accessory as simple as pressing a button.

It a ll 
 sta rts here!

Jogging Kit
(Six months and up)

Bicycle Trailer Kit
(One year and up)

Hiking Kit
(Six months and up)

Cross-Country Ski Kit
(Six months and up)

Strolling Kit
(Newborn and up)*

What can CTS do for you?  
In a snap, convert your carrier into one of five great activities: stroll, jog, bike, hike and cross-country ski.
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ONE CHARIOT 
The leader in Quality and Innovation

Some of Chariot’s industry leading innovations:

1.  Energlo®, 3MTM Reflective Material, and StrideliteTM

  Stay visible with your Chariot when the sun goes down. Exclusive to Chariot, Energlo® 
photo-luminescent fabric builds a charge when exposed to light and provides a 
glow-in-dark-effect to your carrier after dark. 3M™ Scotchlite™ reflective materials 
incorporated throughout our carriers and the StrideliteTM accessory, which emits a blue 
strobe light that can been seen from up to a 1/2 mile away, all help ensure you don’t 
go unnoticed when darkness falls. 

2.  Chariot Adjustable SuspensionTM CASTM

  Easily adjust Chariot’s patented CASTM suspension system without tools, and smooth 
out the bumps along your path.

3.  VersaWingTM and ezClickTM

  As the heart of the CTS system, the VersaWingTM safely mounts all of the CTS 
conversion kits, as well as the brake and side fender kits. With ezClickTM, attaching 
and removing kits is a simple as the push of a button.

4. Handlebars
  Chariots have either an ergonomic five-position handlebar (CXTM) or HeightRightTM 

adjustable handlebar. Just reverse these handlebars to suit your pushing style.

5. Multiple Cargo Storage Options
  All of our models offer spacious cargo storage, such as a rear mesh pocket and a 

rear wallet/key/phone pocket, as well as the innovative foldaway rear storage 
compartment. (CougarTM and CXTM)

6.  Click n’ StoreTM Brackets
  With these built-in brackets you can easily store your Jogging or Cycling Kit arm right 

on your Chariot. (CougarTM and CXTM)

7.  Drum Brakes
  These dual rear drum brakes provide fast stops in strolling or jogging modes. It also 

functions as a hand-operated parking brake. (CXTM)

8.  ezFoldTM

  Chariot’s patented ezFoldTM is the simplest and fastest folding system in the 
industry. This design also ensures that when your carrier is open and in use, it is 
locked safely in position.

9.  Runner’s Kick Stride and Aero Styled Profile
  The X-Country Series is a multisport design. They have a low centre of gravity, a raked 

back design and lots of room for a runner’s kick stride.

10.  ezHitchTM

  The patented ezHitchTM makes attaching or detaching your Chariot to a bike simple, 
and the ball and socket design ensures maximum range of movement while riding.

11.  Child Comfort
  Spacious, ergonomic and contoured for growing children, Chariot’s child comfort 

innovations are unmatched in detail. With innovations such as padded, reinforced seat 
systems, and fit-enhancing accessories such as the Baby Bivy, Infant Sling and the 
redesigned Baby Supporter, your children will always enjoy a great ride.

Your family’s safety is your top priority - and ours. That is 
why Chariot takes such care in the design and materials 
used in our products, and why we back everything we 
make with our Limited Lifetime Warranty.

When you purchase a Chariot carrier, 
you’re buying a North American made 
and engineered product that has 
undergone years of internal and real-world 

testing. Not only does Chariot meet regulatory safety 
standards, but all our products must also exceed our 
own, even stricter standards. Independent interna-
tional test results with Chariot products have verified 
our quality. All Chariot Carriers meet or exceed ASTM 
standards F 1975-02 and F 833-07a.

At Chariot, we know that you are carrying the world’s 
most precious cargo in your carrier. That’s why we 
ensure that the materials we use are the best quality 

and the safest for you and your children. Whether it’s 
the lightweight 6063-T6 anodized aluminum material 
used in our frames or our sewn fabrics that meet the 
rigorous European Oeko-Tex 100 standard for chemical 
composition, we ensure that every detail of our carriers 
is carefully considered. For example, our premium 
poly-urethane backed fabrics and state-of-the-art poly-
urethane windows provide superior wear and puncture 
resistance, much improved all-weather reliability, and 
are free from any harmful chemicals.

All Chariot carriers are covered by our Limited Lifetime 
Warranty which provides customers with an extra level 
of comfort when choosing our products.
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ONE CHARIOT 
Life Simplified

Think about doing your everyday tasks without a vehicle. Whether you’re 
shopping for groceries or taking the kids to daycare, the ample storage 
space, durable high quality construction and versatility of Chariot CTS 
means spending money on gas can be a thing of the past. (Peter and 
Andrea Tombrowski have been living car free since 1998. check out 
their book, Urban Camping: A Testament to Living Without a Vehicle.)

I am a first time mom, and therefore a first time Chariot buyer. I am very, very pleased with the product 
so far, and cannot wait to get out more with my daughter. Though I originally planned to have this stroller 
as an outdoor activity stroller, I am now reconsidering using it for shopping as well due to how easy it is to 
manouver, and how smooth of a ride it is for my daughter.

Jennifer C.

I love your product! 
Our Cougar has become 
our new vehicle.

Amy H.

LOVE my Chariot and I am continuously 
recomending it to others.

Brandy E.

Our last child carrier was a cheap tank from a toy store that wouldn’t 
fold well enough to fit in the back of the van. This product is not only 
versatile, lightweight, and safe, but folds and stores very well. We’re 
taking it on an airliner for vacation instead of a conventional stroller.

Pam W.

CHARIOT OWNER’S COmmENTS:

Use our patented ezFoldTM to quickly have your carrier folded 
and ready for transport. Plus the lightweight aluminum frame 
makes it easy to lift into the trunk of your car. With Chariot CTS 
you don’t need a garage full of multiple, activity-specific child 
carriers. Your one Chariot chassis and conversion kits stow 
easily out of the way.

With Chariot’s enclosed child cockpit and various 
climate control features, you don’t have to let the 
weather slow you down. Zip-off windows, side air vents, 
UV blocking tinted windows and sunshades keep your 
kids comfortable in the sun. Large 20-inch rear tires 
and 16-inch jogging wheel make rolling through sand, 
mud and snow a breeze, and the 2-in-1 weather cover 
completely covers the child cockpit, making a cozy 
compartment even in rainy or cool conditions. 

Not only does the fully enclosed child cockpit provide a 
safe haven for those who have fallen asleep, but it also 
helps to keep the curious travelers from tossing objects 
out when you’re not looking. 

Chariot makes it simple for you to focus on the 
important things like spending time with your kids.
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ONE CHARIOT 
Community and Environmental Commitment

At Chariot Carriers we are committed to doing our part to ensure 
that we all have a world to enjoy with our kids and for generations 
to come. For us at Chariot, that means being a responsible company 
in terms of our environmental impact and our commitment to our 
community. The Chariot Green Team, made up of members from 
different departments at Chariot, works to ensure that we are meeting 
our environmental targets and striving to do all we can to act as a 
responsible company and manufacturer. 

Our community commitment:
■  We will strive to contribute our time and efforts to charitable organizations 

within our community.
■  We will continue to donate product in support of causes that will help to 

strengthen our community.
■  We will continue to treat all of our employees, suppliers, and customers with 

dignity and respect.
■  In our Canadian factory, we will continue to pay fair wages, provide a safe 

working environment and provide time off as required, and we will ensure 
that the same attitude is used in any factory we work with.

Our environmental commitment:
■  As a founding member of EcoMobility, we will strive to provide products that will 

make it easier for our customers to reduce their dependence on motor vehicles.
■  We will continue to ensure our products are designed and built to the highest 

standards and made with the best materials to ensure a long product life.
■  We will use only materials that are free of known harmful substances.
■  We will strive to use recycled materials wherever possible.
■  We will continue to ensure the ongoing support of our products by maintaining 

an inventory of parts from 1994. With the support of our retailers we can help 
keep Chariots functioning for years to come.

■  We will strive to reduce the environmental impact of our packaging by reducing 
packaging materials and using earth-friendly products.
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X-COUNTRY 
CTS Adventure Carrier Series

The X-Country Series is designed for maximum flexibility and performance, 
eliminating the need to purchase several dedicated child carriers. Sold as a 
chassis only, you can choose up to five CTS conversion kits to suit your active 
lifestyle. Whether you choose to stroll, jog, bike, hike, or cross-country ski, the 
X-Country Series is designed to perform as well, or better, then any dedicated 
units on the market.

■ Padded five point seatbelt system
■ Protected child cockpit for one or two children
■ Bug proof mesh upper seat for air flow
■ Integrated helmet space for passenger comfort while wearing a helmet
■ Removable 2-in-1 weather cover
■ Durable poly-urethane coated polyester fabric with water repellent (DWR) finish
■ Oeko-Tex 100 certified fabrics
■ Poly-urethane tinted side windows
■ 3M™ Scotchlite™ reflective material
■ 20” push button removable wheels 
■ Lightweight aluminum frame
■ Patented ezFold™
■ VersaWing™ 2.0
■ Integrated parking brake
■ No tools required for assembly or conversion
■ Limited lifetime warranty
■ Meets or exceeds ASTM standards

X-COUNTRY STANDARD FEATURES
Sold as a chassis only. You will need to add at least one conversion kit. Compatible 
with all five CTS Conversion Kits. While each of the three carriers in the X-Country 
Series are themselves unique, they all share these innovative features:

Maximum 

f lexibility,

Maximum 
cool!
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Select your optional 
Conversion Kits to 
convert to these 
specific activities.

Bicycle Trailer KitStrolling Kit Jogging Kit Hiking KitCHEETAH 1
One child

CHEETAH 2
One or two child

blue

silver

Activity:3

CHOOSE YOUR CARRIER

Size:1 Colour:2

CHEETAH
X-COUNTRY 
CTS Adventure Carrier Series
The sleek and nimble CheetahTM delivers for those who want the best 
value without sacrificing any of Chariot’s quality construction. With 
a rugged aluminum frame, 2-in-1 weather cover and full CTSTM 
versatility, your family’s adventures are sure to be unforgettable. 

Includes all X-Country standard features on page 13 plus:

■ Rear flap that doubles as a sunscreen with visor
■ HeightRightTM handlebars
■ Rear storage bag

■ Large rear mesh pocket 
■ Foot activated parking brake

CHEETAHTm FEATURES:

X-Country Ski Kit

All X-Country carriers are 
sold as a chassis only.
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Activity:3

COUGAR
X-COUNTRY 
CTS Adventure Carrier Series
With the perfect balance between features and value, the CougarTM 1  
and 2 are our most popular models. Your child’s comfort is assured with 
additional climate control venting, padded seats and the smooth ride 
of CASTM - Chariot Adjustable SuspensionTM. The CougarTM is loaded 
with innovations that set it apart from the competition.

COUGAR 1
One child

COUGAR 2
One or two child

Avocado

Grey

Silver

Orange 

Grey

Silver

Red

Silver

Grey

CHOOSE YOUR CARRIER

Includes all X-Country standard features on page 13 plus:

■ Three exciting color choices each with their own 
unique graphics

■ New 2-in-1 weather cover with Quickclip™ for easy 
and silent access to the child compartment

■ Newly designed front frame provides extra leg room 
and lower step-in height for your children

■ Added photoluminescent Energlo® fabric for 360º visibility
■ Larger tinted poly-urethane windows for superior child visibility
■ Clear backed side air vents

■ Widened child cockpit
■ Padded seat back
■ HeightRight™ handlebars
■ Removable hand-washable padded seat bottom with 

wicking mesh 
■ Large folding rear storage bag
■ Rear wallet/key/phone pocket
■ 2-in-1 weather cover with Tough-Tek reinforcement fabric
■ Stridelite® ready design

■ Additional 3MTM ScotchliteTM reflective material
■ CASTM Chariot Adjustable SuspensionTM

■ Click n’ Store™ brackets
■ 20” lightweight push button wheels with maintenance 

free bearings.

COUGARTm FEATURES:

All X-Country carriers are 
sold as a chassis only.

Size:1 Colour:2

Select your optional 
Conversion Kits to 
convert to these 
specific activities.

New for 2009

Bicycle Trailer KitStrolling Kit Jogging Kit Hiking Kit X-Country Ski Kit
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Activity:3

CX
X-COUNTRY 
CTS Adventure Carrier Series
The ultimate in performance and innovation, the sleek and stylish CXTM 
is loaded with awesome features. Drum brakes, a five position 
reversible handlebar, and super comfortable seating are just a few 
of the great attributes you’ll find on the CXTM.  

CX 1
One child

CX 2
One or two child

Burgundy

Grey

Silver

Copper

Grey

Silver

CHOOSE YOUR CARRIER

Size:1 Colour:2

Includes all X-Country standard features on page 13 plus:

■ Two exciting new colors to choose from
■ New 5-point padded harness system
■ Ergonomic handgrips for added comfort
■ New 2-in-1 weather cover with Quickclip™ for easy 

and silent access to the child compartment 
■ Newly designed front frame provides extra leg room 

and lower step-in height for your children
■ Added photoluminescent Energlo® fabric for 360º visibility
■ Larger poly-urethane windows for superior child visibility

■ Widened child cockpit
■ Deluxe front sun shade
■ Deluxe removable padded seat with fleece-lined interior
■ Hand lever activated rear drum brakes
■ Ergonomic five position reversible handlebar with 

removable brake lever
■ Handlebar bag that doubles as a child’s backpack
■ Large folding rear storage bag
■ Rear wallet / key / phone pocket
■ Deluxe 2-in-1 weather cover with Tough-Tek reinforcement fabric
■ Zip down PU front window for added weather protection

■ Complete mesh side panels with zip-off tinted PU side windows
■ Integrated premium Oxford nylon fabric
■ Stridelite™ ready design
■ Additional 3M™ Scotchlite™ reflective material
■ CAS™ Chariot Adjustable Suspension
■ Click n’ Store™ brackets
■ 20” lightweight push button wheels with reflective 

sidewalls, red anodized hubs and maintenance 
free bearings

CXTm FEATURES:

Select your optional 
Conversion Kits to 
convert to these 
specific activities.

New for 2009

All X-Country carriers are 
sold as a chassis only.

Bicycle Trailer KitStrolling Kit Jogging Kit Hiking Kit X-Country Ski Kit
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ONE CHARIOT 
Epic Adventures

Whether you are taking your Chariot around the block or around the continent, 
you travel knowing that you can rely on your equipment. With ample storage 
space and high quality, reliable construction, Chariot Carriers have always been 
the choice of long distance travelers.

Jesper Olsen is an ultra distance runner from Denmark who ran around the world in 22 months. “During the 
world run one, January 1, 2004 to October 23, 2005, I had the pleasure of using the Chariot Cougar 1 as 
one of the main parts of my equipment for the record breaking run of 26,232 kilometers around the world. It 
proved to be one of the most durable pieces of my equipment and with ease held through the Scandinavian 
winter of -20°C all the way to the burning heat of +50°C during the run across the Australian Nullabor Desert. 
Whether it’s for a ‘run around the block’ or across continents I can truly say that it’s the best running stroller 
available on the market today!”

Congratulations to Jen Jolliff of Anchorage AK. Their photo was chosen 

as the Photo of the Year from Chariot’s “Take it Outside” photo contest.

“The Chariot lets me to do what I love to do, cross-country skiing, and 
now I can still ski with my entire family. This is an essential tool for 
any parent who wants to stay active, enjoy the outdoors and to go on 
adventures with their children. Now that I have a family, I don’t need 
a minivan - I just need my Chariot and my legs, heart and lungs!”

Sara Renner - Olympic silver medallist,  
cross country skiing, mother

Take it      OutsideContest Winner

My Chariot Cougar 2 is my life-line! I have 
twin boys who have now logged a year of 
travel in their Chariot - dirt roads and XC ski 
trails. This summer...on to the bike!

Barclay R.

I have had my carrier now for 3 years. The only downside 
is that I do not get out and use it more often. I just love it 
and so does my son. What a great thing to do together as a 
family, outdoors in the rain or shine... I love our Chariot

Anthony H.

Love my Chariot. My children 
would outgrow it before it becomes 
unuseable. Great resale value on it 
too. It’s a great investment.

Junelyn A.

I am convinced that Chariot 
trailers are the most well 
designed and manufactured 
trailers available.

Victor S.

CHARIOT OWNER’S COmmENTS:

My Cougar never  

     let me down!
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CLASSIC 
CTS Bicycle Trailer Series

When the emphasis is on cycling, parents often choose the 
“ready to ride” Classic Series. The added versatility of CTS 
means you can also convert these traditionally styled carriers 
for many other outdoor pursuits. With their spacious two child 
cockpits, ezFoldTM design and lightweight aluminum frame, 
you are guaranteed to enjoy the pathways with your children.

Ready to 

Ride!

■ Deluxe five point seatbelt system
■ Protected child cockpit for one or two children
■ Bug proof mesh upper seat for air flow
■ Integrated helmet space for passenger comfort while wearing a helmet
■ Durable poly-urethane coated polyester fabric with water repellent (DWR) finish 
■ Oeko-Tex 100 certified fabrics
■ Poly-urethane tinted side windows
■ 3M™ Scotchlite™ reflective material
■ 20” push button removable wheels 
■ Lightweight aluminum frame
■ Patented ezFold™
■ Axle mounted ezHitch™
■ VersaWing™ 2.0
■ No tools required for assembly or conversion
■ Limited lifetime warranty
■ Meets or exceeds ASTM standards

CLASSIC STANDARD FEATURES
While each of the three carriers in the Classic Series is unique, 
each share these innovative features:
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CABRIOLET
One or two child

Gold

Silver

Navy

Activity:3

CABRIOLETTm

Size:1 Colour:2

CABRIOLET
CLASSIC 
CTS Bicycle Trailer Series
The CabrioletTM trailer incorporates CTS versatility to stroll, jog, bike 
and hike. It is loaded with lots of great features such as: lightweight 
spoke wheels, a super comfy seat, padded harness and adaptable 
weather protection. This Chariot original trailer is also loaded  
with ample storage space making it a great addition  
to your next family outing. 

All Classic carriers are sold 
initially as bicycle trailers.

Includes all of the Classic standard features shown on page 23 plus:

■ Larger child cockpit
■ Side air vents with covering flaps
■ Padded seat bottom with wicking mesh

■ 20” lightweight aluminum wheels with canted axle  
for added stability

■ Removable 2-in-1 weather cover 

■ Rear flap that doubles as a sunscreen and rear bug 
proof mesh panel

■ Additional 3MTM ScotchliteTM reflective material

CABRIOLETTm FEATURES:

Select your optional 
Conversion Kits to 
convert to these 
specific activities.

The Orig ina l 

Cha riot !

Strolling Kit Jogging Kit Hiking Kit
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CORSAIRE XL
One or two child

Red 

Silver

Navy

Activity:3

CORSAIRE XLTm

Size:1 Colour:2

CORSAIRE XL
CLASSIC 
CTS Bicycle Trailer Series
The Corsaire XLTM has all the features avid cycling families need to ride 
everywhere possible, and its larger size can accommodate older 
children. With plenty of storage for those extended cycling tours 
there are no limits on where you can go or what you can do 
with this feature packed CTS carrier. 

Includes all of the Classic standard features shown on page 23 plus:

■ Our largest child cockpit
■ Large rear mesh pocket
■ Deluxe 2-in-1 weather cover with zip-down front window

■ Side air vents with covering flaps
■ Reinforced padded seat with wicking mesh fabric
■ 20” lightweight aluminum push button removable wheels

■ CASTM Chariot Adjustable Suspension
■ Additional 3MTM ScotchliteTM reflective material

CORSAIRE XLTm FEATURES:

Select your optional 
Conversion Kits to 
convert to these 
specific activities.

Gone to get 
groceries.

Strolling Kit Jogging Kit Hiking Kit X-Country Ski Kit

All Classic carriers are sold 
initially as bicycle trailers.
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Select your optional Conversion Kit to 
convert to these specific activities.

Walking Kit
CADDIE
One or two child

Red

Silver

Activity:3

CADDIETm

Size:1 Colour:2

CADDIE SIDECARRIER
Bicycle Trailer Bicycle Sidecar

Includes all of the Classic standard features shown on page 23 plus:

■ VersaWingTM 1.0
■ Molded 20” quick release wheels with canted axle 

for added stability

CADDIETm FEATURES:

SIDECARRIER FEATURES:

■ Extra-low centre of gravity for extra stability
■ Right side mount to keep your child on the safe side 

of the pathway
■ Unique hitch design keeps the SideCarrierTM upright 

while allowing the bike to lean naturally
■ The axles of the SideCarrierTM align with the bike to 

keep wheels from scrubbing or skidding
■ Narrow width makes the bike and SideCarrierTM 

combined as wide as a traditional double trailer yet 
much shorter

■ The SideCarrierTM can be folded and pivoted up to 
the bike for storage in narrow spaces

■ Easy to install hitch stays on the bike and makes 
attaching and removing the SideCarrierTM a breeze

■ Lightweight aluminum frame with oversized lower 
frame that protects your child as well as the wheel 
and underside of the SideCarrierTM

■ Enclosed single child cockpit
■ Quick folding design
■ Rear storage bag and large mesh pocket

■ Deluxe five point seat belt system
■ Mesh upper seat
■ Tinted side windows
■ 20” aluminum spoke wheels with push button release
■ Maintenance free cartridge bearings
■ 2-in-1 weather cover
■ Durable poly-urethane coated polyester fabric with 

water repellent (DWR) finish
■ 3MTM ScotchliteTM reflective material
■ Limited lifetime warranty

The patented SideCarrierTM has to be the coolest way to see the world with your child. It 
allows for easy interaction and a watchful eye as you head down the pathways together, 
while your child has an unobstructed view of the road while riding right beside you. 

The CaddieTM is just right for families looking for a lightweight, high quality and economical 
bicycle trailer. There is no compromising with the CaddieTM as it is built to Chariot’s high 
standards and it comes with many great features, such as our patented ezFoldTM design, 
ample storage space and our stainless steel axle-mounted ezHitchTM. With the optional 
Walking Kit you can quickly transform this bicycle trailer to an easy-turning stroller. 

The pivoting SideCarrierTM 
hitch keeps the carrier level, 
allowing the bicycle a full 
range of movement while 
protecting your child with 
the enclosed frame.

All Classic carriers are sold 
initially as bicycle trailers.
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2009 Features CheetahTM CougarTM CXTM CabrioletTM Corsaire XLTM CaddieTM SideCarrierTM

Adjustable Suspension • • •

Lightweight Alloy Wheels • • • • •

Durable Molded Wheels • •

Push-Button Axle • • • • •

Quick-Release Clip Axle • •

Foot Activated Parking Brake • •

Hand Activated Parking Brake •

Padded Lower Seat • • • •

Padded Seat Back • • • •

Poly-Urethane Windows • • • • • • •

StrideliteTM Compatible • •

Click n’ StoreTM • •

VersaWingTM 1.0 or 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 1.0

Side Air Vents • • •

Mesh Side Panel with Zip Off Tinted Windows •

Front Sun Shade • • • •

Deluxe Front Sun Shade •

Rear Storage Compartment • • • •

Fold Away Rear Storage • •

Energlo® Photo-Luminescent Fabric • •

Removable 2-in-1 Weather Cover • • • • • •

Oeko-Tex 100 certified fabric • • • • • • •

Available Activities 5 5 5 4 5 2 1

Strolling Kit available • • • • • •

Bicycle Trailer Kit available • • • included included included •

Jogging Kit available • • • • •

Hiking Kit available • • • • •

XC Skiing Kit available • • • •

PRODUCT 
Comparison
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CHARIOT 
Accessories

Child comfort:
1.  Baby Bivy 

(Newborn plus, Recommended for strolling only)

  The Baby Bivy is designed to make it easy to get strolling with your new baby weighing 6 to 18 
lbs. It easily attaches to your carrier’s frame and seat belt. This soft padded accessory features 
handles that make moving your baby in and out simple without disturbing his or her sleep.

2.  Infant Sling 
(1 - 10 months, not for use while cycling)

  While your child is still building his or her strength, this padded sling gives your baby lateral 
support while providing maximum comfort and stability. The hammock-like design helps provide 
a smooth ride and it makes it possible for the baby to be reclined while still being able to look 
around and see the world outside.

3.  Baby Supporter 
(3 - 18 months)

  As your little one grows and learns to sit upright, the Baby Supporter helps by providing a 
little extra support. The padded sides and head rest also make it more comfortable during 
naps. The head support is adjustable to accommodate growing children and can also be 
removed for riding while wearing a helmet. New for 2009, the Baby Supporter is 
redesigned with improved head and body support.

4.  All Season Bunting Bag

  This oversized, fleece-lined Bunting Bag adds warmth on your cooler day outings. One layer 
can be used as a seat liner or use both layers to add warmth without worrying about blankets 
dropping outside. The outer layer is made of wind-resistant micro-fiber, and the foot area is 
made of vinyl for easy cleaning.

Added practicality:
5.  StrideliteTM Strobe Kit
  Licensed exclusively to Chariot, the patented StridelitesTM provide the highest level of 

visibility. This kit includes two electroluminescent lamps which are completely flexible, 
virtually weightless and highly durable. Easily installed, this kit offers a blue strobe light that 
is visible from 600 meters (half a mile) away and has a lifespan of 20,000 hours!

6.  Hydration Kit
  This kit comes with two water bottle holders and frame clips. The parent’s larger bottle clips 

to your carrier’s handlebar, while the child’s smaller bottle clips onto the interior frame.

7.  Jogging Brake 1.0
  For use in jogging mode on CTS carriers with either VersaWingTM 1.0 or 2.0. This quick 

release caliper adds stopping power using a handlebar-mounted brake lever. This kit fits 
either one or two child carriers and easily removes without tools for converting to other kits.

8.  Jogging Brake 2.0
  For use in jogging mode on X-Country CTS carriers with VersaWingTM 2.0. This brake is 

designed to fold away under the carrier when not in use. This brake features an integrated 
fender to protect the front of your carrier. Available for one or two child carriers.

9.  Side Fenders 2.0
  These fenders easily attach to your carrier’s VersaWingTM 2.0 to help keep dirt and debris 

away from your carrier. The quick release brackets make adjustments quick and easy.

10.  Classic Cargo Conversion
  Turn your CabrioletTM or CaddieTM into a full size cargo trailer. This kit includes a tough, 

reinforced floor insert with anchor points, and a water resistant cover.

Additional storage:
11.  X-Country Cargo Rack
  The X-Country Cargo Rack is designed to be easily installed or removed. 

Attached to your carrier’s upper frame, the Cargo Rack gives you easily 
accessible storage space for up to 2.3 kg/5 lbs of gear. Available for one 
or two child carriers. New for 2009, the X-Country Cargo Rack now has 
Energlo® fabric for added nighttime visibility.

12.  Handlebar Bag
  This accessory easily fastens to your carrier’s handlebars and can be removed and 

used as a diaper bag or a child’s backpack. The bag features an external water 
bottle pocket and a sleeve for a one-litre hydration bladder. (Bladder not included)

Protection for your Chariot:
13.  Rain Covers
  These clear fitted covers are used when you require protection from heavier rain 

conditions. They can be used in place of, or in addition to your current weather 
cover. Available for one or two child carriers.

14.  Travel Bags
  These softcase bags help protect your Chariot while traveling and are also great 

for storage. These oversized bags include two wheel bags to help keep your 
carrier clean. Available for one or two child carriers.

15.  Storage Covers
  This fabric cover helps protect your Chariot while not in use. Available for one or 

two child carriers.

For your second bike:
16.  Axle Mount ezHitchTM

  The Axle Mount ezHitchTM is mounted to a second bike when you want to 
easily move your cycling-ready Chariot from one bike to another. Compatible 
with both solid and quick release rear axles. Package includes hitch cup and 
quick release skewer.

17.  SideCarrierTM Hitch
  This SideCarrierTM Hitch is mounted to a second bike when you want to easily 

move your Chariot SideCarrierTM from one bike to another. Compatible with 
most standard bikes.

Chariot puts more thought and research into your lifestyle 
than any other child carrier company.  We offer a wide 
range of accessories to significantly enhance your quality 
time while using a Chariot.

Accessories

Baby Bivy • • • • • • • •

Infant Sling • • • • • • • •

Baby Supporter • • • • • • • • • •

Bunting Bag • • • • • • • • • •

StrideliteTM • • • •

Hydration Kit • • • • • • • • •

Jogging Brake 1.0 • • • • • • • •

Jogging Brake 2.0 1 2 1 2

Side Fenders 2.0 • • • • • • • •

Classic Cargo Kit • •

XC Cargo Rack 1 2 1 2 1 2

Handlebar Bag • • • • + + • • •

Rain Cover 1 2 1 2 1 2 C C

Travel Bag 1 2 1 2 1 2 2 2

Storage Covers 1 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 1

Axle Mount ezHitchTM • • • • • • • • •

SideCarrier Hitch •

+ 
C

Included 
Classic
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Specifications

Name

No. of children

Weight capacity
kg/lbs

Starting
configuration

Weight
kg/lbs*

Shoulder width
cm/in

Sitting height
cm/in

Dimensions
cm/in

Folded dimensions
cm/in

Height w/o handlebar
cm/in

Handlebar heights
High:low, cm/in

Door pass through
cm/in

Wheels

Axle

Weights are without handlebars. All information and specifications are subject to change without notice.

X-Country  CTS Adventure Carrier Series Classic  CTS Bicycle Trailer Series

Cheetah 1
pg. 14

Cheetah 2
pg. 14

Cougar 1
pg. 16

Cougar 2
pg. 16

CX 1
pg. 18

CX 2
pg. 18

1 1 or 2 1 1 or 2 1 1 or 2

34/75 45/100 34/75 45/100 34/75 45/100

CTS Ready  
Chasis

CTS Ready  
Chasis

CTS Ready  
Chasis

CTS Ready  
Chasis

CTS Ready  
Chasis

CTS Ready  
Chasis

9.7/21.4 11.4/25.0 10.2/22.4 12.5/27.6 12.3/27.1 13.9/30.5

40/15.6 59/23.2 40/15.7 59/23.2 40/15.7 59/23.2

68/26.6 68/26.8 67/26.2 67/26.2 65/25.7 65/25.7

112 x 69 x 94 
44.1 x 27 x 37

113 x 82 x 95 
44.5 x 32.1 x 37.4

116 x 69 x 93 
45.6 x 27.2 x 36.6

115 x 83 x 96 
45.2 x 32.7 x 37.6

115 x 70 x 110 
45.2 x 27.6 x 43.3

126 x 82 x 112 
49.7 x 32.3 x 43.9

107 x 61 x 31 
41.9 x 23.8 x 12.2

107 x 80 x 27 
41.9 x 31.3 x 10.6

106 x 61 x 29 
41.7 x 24 x 11.4

107 x 80 x 30
42.1 x 31.5 x 11.8

106 x 61 x 30 
41.7 x 24 x 11.8

108 x 80 x 31 
42.5 x 31.3 x 12

85/33.5 85/33.5 85/33.5 85/33.5 85/33.3 85/33.3

94:37.0 
106:41.7

96:37.8 
106:41.7

93:36.6 
106:41.5

96:37.6 
106:41.5

97:38.2 
105:41.3

102:40 
110:43.3

69/27 82/32.1 69/27.2 82/32.3 70/27.6 82/32.3

20” molded 
plastic

20” molded 
plastic

20” alum.
spoked

20” alum.
spoked

20” alum.
spoked

20” alum.
spoked

Push button Push button Push button Push button Push button Push button

Cabriolet
pg. 24

Corsaire XL
pg. 26

1 or 2 1 or 2

45/100 45/100

Bicycle
Trailer

Bicycle
Trailer

10.9/24 12.1/26.6

63/24.6 65/25.6

60/23.6 64/25.2

99 x 81 x 92 
39 x 31.9 x 36

100 x 85 x 97 
39.2 x 33.3 x 38

97 x 78 x 30 
38.2 x 30.5 x 11.8

104 x 81 x 37 
40.9 x 31.9 x 14.4

92/36 97/38

96:37.8 
108:42.3

94:37 
106:41.5

81/31.9 85/33.3

20” alum.
spoked

20” alum.
spoked

Spring clip Push button

Caddie
pg. 28

SideCarrier
pg. 29

1 or 2 1

45/100 25/55

Bicycle
Trailer N/A

9.8/21.6 8.1/17.8

62/24.2 32/12.4

63/24.8 64/25

90 x 82 x 90 
35.4 x 32.3 x 35.4

95 x 70 x 74 
37.2 x 37.4 x 29.1

95 x 76 x 24 
37.4 x 29.9 x 9.4

102 x 68 x 28 
40 x 26.6 x 11

90/35.4 74/29.1

90:35.4 
106:41.5 n/a

82/32.3 n/a

20” molded 
plastic

20” alum.
spoked

Spring clip Push button

About Us
Chariot Carriers is one of the very few companies in the world that dedicates itself solely to 
outdoor transportation of children. We are guided by principles such as family togetherness, 
outdoor activities, health and fitness, balanced lifestyles, ultimate safety and an ongoing 
commitment to turning your family outings into unforgettable memories.

Chariot leads in many marketplaces around the world, including North America and 
Europe, where parents have been choosing Chariot over other brands for more the 15 
years, citing quality, innovation, attention to detail and worldwide customer care.

Discover the Chariot difference! 


